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Abstract
Engineering education, like many fields, has started to explore the benefits of concept maps as
an assessment technique for knowledge integration. Because they allow students to graphically link
topics and represent complex interconnections among diverse concepts, we argue that concept maps
are particularly appropriate for assessing interdisciplinary knowledge integration. The results from a
year-long study of a design course in green engineering demonstrate the viability of this approach.
However, this research also highlights important issues in faculty scoring of interdisciplinary concept
maps that may not be present when maps are used in traditional single-discipline settings. The interdisciplinary setting revealed differences in (1) evaluation criteria, (2) expertise, and (3) investment.
We conclude with suggestions for selecting and training scorers to address these issues.
Key Words: assessment, concept maps, green engineering, interdisciplinary

I. Introduction

Calls for engineers who can operate in interdisciplinary environments have emerged from both
government and industry in recent years. In response to the need for skills in interdisciplinary collaboration, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary design experiences have proliferated in engineering
curricula, as even a brief survey of recent scholarship suggests [1, 2]. In engineering education, this
is often enacted by bringing students from various disciplines together to work on a group project.
As Richter’s content analysis of ASEE conference papers demonstrates, engineering educators are
creating innovative experiences at all academic levels and scales that bring students from different disciplines together to address complex technology needs [1]. Smaller efforts involve a limited
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number of engineering departments or a specific project. Chen et al., for example, describe a project
that brings together students from mechanical, electrical, and industrial engineering to design and
build a solar-powered boat [3]. In other cases, universities have well-developed programs supporting
a wide range of projects, often with industry sponsors, and typically reaching out beyond engineering
[4–7]. Stanford’s Institute of Design, for example, includes business, medicine, the humanities, and
education; Howard University brings mechanical and electrical engineering students together with
students in marketing and art to collaborate on industry-sponsored projects [8].
What such programs often lack, however, are effective assessment instruments to measure individual student learning gains associated with the interdisciplinary dimension of the projects. Analysis
of papers presented at the 2007 ASEE conference reveals that of 86 papers addressing multi- or
interdisciplinary design, only two offered methods to assess the multi-/ interdisciplinary dimension [1, 2]. To bridge this gap, we focus on one of the hallmarks of interdisciplinary collaboration:
knowledge integration. A number of leading researchers have highlighted the ability to synthesize
or integrate knowledge and approaches from multiple disciplines as the key factor separating true
interdisciplinarity from a multidisciplinary division of labor in which experts work only in their own
domains. Interdisciplinary collaborations require individuals from different backgrounds to come
together, overcome seemingly incommensurable values and language patterns, integrate knowledge,
and reach a high degree of consensus. Good collaborators therefore possess the skills to integrate
knowledge and communicate across disciplinary boundaries.
One relatively new assessment technique that can be beneficial in these settings is the use of concept
maps. These maps are tools that allow students to articulate knowledge by drawing or outlining core
concepts and showing links between ideas (see Figures 1 and 2 as examples). We postulate that concept
maps are a particularly appropriate means of evaluating individual interdisciplinary learning and development. In dealing with the complexity of interdisciplinary integration, the multidimensional nature of
concept maps can help represent the shifts in understanding that individuals undergo as they exchange
knowledge, methods, and values [9]. However, for this tool to be useful, faculty and researchers need
an effective approach to scoring concept maps. Besterfield-Sacre and coworkers [10] have developed
a reliable holistic scoring method for concept maps used to analyze students’ integration of knowledge
within a single discipline. Their study, however, relied on faculty scorers who shared a common discipline,
knowledge base, and departmental affiliation. In adapting this approach to an interdisciplinary content
area lacking these commonalities, we sought to explore new complexities that might emerge when faculty
evaluators from different backgrounds and disciplines come together to apply this holistic scoring technique. Our literature review argues that concept maps are an appropriate means of assessing integration
of interdisciplinary content. Consequently, the research question guiding our inquiry is: what factors or
concerns arise in faculty scoring of student concept maps when the topic is interdisciplinary?
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Figure 1. Sample High-Scoring Green Engineering Design Student Concept Map (post).
This map was one of three tied for highest score overall, and faculty spent considerable time
discussing its merits.

This study examined concept maps as an assessment tool in an interdisciplinary green engineering design course. The findings both illustrate a successful implementation of this technique and
describe patterns associated with the interdisciplinary scoring process. Specifically, differences in
evaluation criteria, expertise, and investment all influenced the scoring process. We conclude with
a discussion of how to address these factors when selecting and training scorers and implementing
the assessment in an interdisciplinary setting.

II. Literature Review

A. Knowledge Integration in Interdisciplinary Settings
The need to train and cultivate individuals who are willing and able to operate in an interdisciplinary
environment is a direct result of “the character of problems currently under study, many of which
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Figure 2. Sample Low-Scoring Green Engineering Design Student Concept Map (pre).
This was one of several maps tied for lowest score, and faculty commented on its lack of
interconnection and heavy reliance on jargon and “buzzwords.”

require the combined efforts of scholars trained in different disciplines” [11]. The complexity and global
interconnectedness of many of the engineering challenges of this century require interdisciplinary
collaboration to examine the links across fields and to answer crucial questions requiring multiple
perspectives [12]. Such interdisciplinary work requires a range of skills addressing both content and
process [13, 2]. Most notably, the ability to link and transmit knowledge across unfamiliar contexts is
becoming critical. Research suggests that it is essential to develop people “who can serve as both
‘hubs’ and ‘bridges’” between different experts [11]. Thus although many of the descriptions of interdisciplinary design experiences in engineering currently omit measurable, concrete learning outcomes,
there is a consensus among scholars that the ability to integrate knowledge, methodologies, and
values from multiple disciplines is one of the hallmarks of a good interdisciplinary collaborator [14, 15,
9, 13, 16, 12, 17–19]. It should be noted that although most interdisciplinary collaboration and learning
takes place in team settings, we are focusing on an individual’s ability to integrate perspectives and
content from different disciplines. Specifically, Boix Mansilla and Duraising identify evidence of this
disciplinary integration as a “conceptual framework, graphic representation, model, leading metaphor,
complex explanation, or solution to a problem” [19]. This individual ability, as noted earlier, is critical
to successful collaboration, and thus provides one indicator of how well individuals will function on
interdisciplinary teams. As a graphic representation of the relationship between concepts, concept
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maps of an interdisciplinary content area would serve as evidence of disciplinary integration (as would
design products and projects, which are beyond the scope of this paper.)
Despite this consensus, a number of challenges remain in developing robust techniques to assess
this and related outcomes. Accurate assessment of interdisciplinary work is difficult because there
is often a lack of “shared strategies and motives” among participants and those who evaluate them
[1]. Students, professors, and professionals from different backgrounds have diverse assumptions,
values, and epistemic frameworks for how knowledge is accumulated. In addition, participants often
bring varying levels of expertise to the collaboration [12]. These differences complicate the assessment process because they result in differences in evaluation criteria, expertise, and professional
investment among those responsible for reaching consensus in evaluation. The result is that the
scoring process itself becomes an instance of interdisciplinary collaboration.
Current research suggests two key elements that can improve success of interdisciplinary collaboration: increased interaction time and the presence of individuals capable of bridging perspectives. Without a considerable degree of interaction and investment, it is difficult to arrive at
shared consensus of what is excellent, average, and poor work (for either collaborators or evaluators). Similarly, the Committee on Facilitating Interdisciplinary Research recommends “extra time
for building consensus and for learning of methods, languages, and cultures” in interdisciplinary
collaboration [12].

B. Concept Maps in Engineering Education
To address the gap in assessment tools for interdisciplinary learning and collaboration, we argue
that concept maps are an appropriate method of assessing the integration of content knowledge
from various disciplines into a coherent picture. Concept maps “are graphical tools for organizing
and representing knowledge” [20]. They are pictorial essays that allow people to structure knowledge by connecting concepts in a hierarchical and/or linear fashion by identifying concepts and
sub-concepts and using cross-links to illustrate the relationships between them. Novak, who has been
developing and refining concept maps as a structure-based tool to assess student learning [21, 22,
20], argues that a concept map can be used “not only as a learning tool but also as an evaluation
tool, thus encouraging students to use meaningful-mode learning patterns” [20]. Concept maps
have been used in programs ranging from middle-school education [23] to statistics [24] to student
teacher development [25] to teaching culturally diverse learners [26].
Concept maps have been used to help both engineering and non-engineering students better
synthesize knowledge across and between disciplines. Krupczak [27] argues that one way to teach
engineering students more effectively is to learn how non-engineering students come to grasp
technical concepts. Technological literacy courses have relied on concept maps and a “how things
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work” approach to more effectively teach non-engineering students complex, technical ideas. With
these methods, students “are receptive and even enthusiastic about learning about technology”
[27]. Moreover, the close alignment of interests and expertise levels between first-year engineering
students and non-engineers makes this concept map strategy applicable to beginning engineering
courses [27]. The approach can help beginning engineering students grasp concepts more easily,
introduce them to design issues, “establish appropriate prior knowledge for future courses,” and
create a “sense of practical empowerment in novice or even tentative engineers” [27].
Nair has also used concept maps across a broad spectrum of educational levels and disciplines,
including secondary and post-secondary students and technical, non-technical, and interdisciplinary
topics [28]. For example, as an exercise to understand life cycle analysis and green design, concept
maps helped reaffirm the importance of: working in interdisciplinary teams, considering context in
problem solving, understanding the design process, making decisions ethically, and solving openended problems, and. In addition, Nair notes that a concept map exercise “develops technical
context knowledge, interdisciplinary knowledge, decision making skills, and group interaction and
communication skills” [28].
In addition to serving as tools to promote student learning, concept maps are also increasingly
important in assessing that learning, particularly in engineering education. For example, Walker et al.
[29] found that a key difference between students and experts in the engineering design process is
the ability to address the broader sociocultural context, especially in terms of ethics and marketing.
Students were unable to see beyond the problem statement at hand and address concerns such as
motivation for the design, regulatory requirements, or ethics. The researchers used concept maps to
evaluate student learning from the beginning to the end of a year-long course based on engineering
design. The concept-map approach demonstrated that the student-expert gap closed in two areas:
design process and understanding the motivation behind the design.
Similarly, Norman et al. [30] have used concept maps to “directly address how students were
able to better synthesize skills developed from multiple courses to new problems” [30]. The course
focused on helping students in industrial engineering develop their ability to solve unstructured
problems. Concept maps were the primary method used to assess student ability to synthesize
knowledge from multiple sources and apply that knowledge to new problems. Moreover, the authors
note that the department routinely uses concepts maps for programmatic evaluation to assess
knowledge integration in graduating seniors from one cohort to the next.

C. Scoring Concept Maps in Assessment Settings
As Besterfield-Sacre et al. point out, concept maps remain somewhat controversial as assessment
tools because of the difficulty of developing a robust approach to map scoring [10]. Approaches
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range from counting concepts, links and levels of hierarchy to comparisons of novice and expert
maps. In seeking to develop a valid and reliable scoring method appropriate for engineering education, Besterfield-Sacre et al. [10] proposed and validated a holistic assessment method that considers
comprehensiveness, organization, and correctness as its evaluation criteria. The approach was tested
on a within-discipline analysis of students’ ability to integrate knowledge across a curriculum. Concept maps of industrial engineering were collected from students at multiple points in the curriculum
(sophomore, junior, senior); one cohort was followed from sophomore to senior year. Scorers were
drawn from departmental faculty, and the results were used to identify and correct programmatic
weaknesses. Later, the method was also applied in chemical engineering [31].
Their results demonstrated both the usefulness of concept maps to measure knowledge integration
within a discipline and the robustness of the holistic scoring approach. In particular, they found the
“holistic rubric is sufficiently sensitive to detect growth in students’ knowledge integration” [10].
Two faculty scorers from the department scored the maps and, where differences arose, discussed
the maps to reach consensus. The scoring approach was then translated into a rubric that could be
used by other faculty to score the maps. The results demonstrated the validity of the rubric, though
they also suggested some unexpected variance across scorers in the organization category that
led to an improved final rubric.
Importantly, however, Besterfield-Sacre et al.’s study focused on knowledge integration within
a single discipline. The holistic scoring method proved valid where the scorers shared expertise,
departmental affiliation, and disciplinary expectations. In contrast, as the literature review demonstrated, in interdisciplinary contexts these shared experiences are notably absent, and in fact pose
a significant barrier to the process of reaching consensus.

III. Methods

To determine the usefulness of concept maps as assessment tools in interdisciplinary settings
and to test the holistic scoring process in this context, we applied the method to an interdisciplinary engineering design course in green engineering. Data collection and analysis procedures were
designed to directly address the research question: what factors or concerns arise in faculty scoring
of student concept maps when the topic is interdisciplinary?

A. Green Engineering as a Site for Interdisciplinary Collaboration and Knowledge Integration
In considering concept maps as a mechanism for assessing knowledge integration, we turned to
a green engineering design course as our study site. “Green engineering” and related concepts such
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as sustainability are critical nodes of interdisciplinary collaboration because of their prominence in
contemporary engineering practice, and the complexity of these fields requires a high degree of
knowledge integration.
Green engineering is not a new discipline, but rather a different perspective of traditional engineering practice. It uses the same rigorous application of science and math, but asks disciplines to
consider environmental effects in designing products, processes, and systems. The US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), an early promoter of green engineering, defines it as

the design, commercialization, and use of processes and products, which are feasible and
economical while minimizing 1) generation of pollution at the source and 2) risk to human
health and the environment. Green engineering embraces the concept that decisions
to protect human health and the environment can have the greatest impact and cost
effectiveness when applied early to the design and development phase of a process or
product [32].

This and similar definitions emphasize applying environmental impacts, including the extraction
and processing of raw materials and ultimate disposal of the project, as initial design constraints.
Examples of green engineering have been around for decades across disciplines, but the topic has
emerged as a distinct approach only in the past ten years. A set of green engineering principles
was developed and discussed in detail by Anastas and Zimmerman [33]. A similar list of green engineering principles was developed in May 2003 at the Green Engineering: Defining the Principles
Conference held in Sandestin, Florida, through negotiated consensus among stakeholders [34].
Green engineering has also been a topic at the annual American Chemical Society (ACS) Green
Chemistry and Engineering Conference for the past twelve years.
European countries are often considered to have successfully implemented more technologies
which fit under the principles of green engineering. In the United States, green engineering is
being pursued at an increasing rate in industry due to the potential for costs savings, risk reduction, and employee and customer awareness and appeal. The presence of “green” or “sustainable” engineering courses and programs has been growing in recent years. For example, Virginia
Tech has offered a concentration in Green Engineering since 2001 [35], and Stevens Institute of
Technology [36] and San Jose State University [37] now have minors in the field. Various other
schools offer specific courses and programs related to green engineering without a formal degree
in this area.
Importantly for this study, not only is green engineering increasingly prominent in engineering
curricula, it is also inherently interdisciplinary. The consideration of environmental impacts across
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the life cycle of products and processes requires technical consideration of biology, chemistry,
and physics in engineering applications. Moreover, there are often non-technical issues such as
economics, politics, aesthetics, psychology, and others, that factor in the success of a green engineering approach to a problem. For example, computer scientists, materials engineers, and electrical
engineers can collaborate to develop more effective data storage methods that reduce hardware,
energy, and resource requirements for computers and data storage facilities. Similarly, computer
simulations of experiments or product/process models can reduce or eliminate the need for prototypes in a number of fields.
The ways in which the integration of environmental considerations requires collaboration among
diverse disciplines also makes green engineering a popular approach to interdisciplinary design
projects in engineering programs in the U.S. and internationally [38–42].

B. Research Setting and Participants
This study involved eleven students enrolled in a two-semester green engineering course;
one student dropped the course after the first semester. The course included four students from
biological systems engineering, two from materials science and engineering, and one each from
management, industrial systems engineering, civil and environmental engineering, and engineering
science and mechanics (see Table 1). The course was co-taught by three faculty members whose
primary academic backgrounds were chemical engineering/English, English/linguistics, and materials
science/chemical engineering.
The course was patterned after a typical capstone design course. To support student enrollment,
four departments agreed to allow this course to directly substitute for senior design with no additional requirements. Other departments allowed credit but added limitations including the following:

Table 1. Team composition by student major.
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(1) students still needed to go to a department-specific design lecture; and (2) students needed to
complete some specific assignments independent of this course. The class met as a group weekly
for 75 minutes in a recitation section that covered traditional design topics including the design
process, project management, communication, teamwork, and conflict resolution. In addition, the
recitation included discussions of green engineering, life cycle analysis, and sustainability. Cradle
to Cradle served as the central text for this component [43], and students were expected to both
discuss the text in class and apply its principles to their design project.
Two teams were formed based on project interest, as summarized in Table 1. Team #1 (a fifth
member dropped after the first semester) had a corporate client interested in reducing the environmental impact of their production waste. Team #2 developed a design for a water filter for the
developing world; they had no industry sponsor.

C. Implementation of Concept Maps for Assessment
To evaluate gains in interdisciplinary understanding of green engineering, students were asked
to draw two maps, one at the beginning of the course and one at the end of the course. To ensure
that the students understood concept maps, an outside expert (a faculty member unaffiliated
with the course) introduced the process using the French fry example originally developed by
Jennifer Turns and described in Besterfield-Sacre et al. [10]. Students were free to ask questions
about how to construct a concept map, but were given full latitude in building their own maps on
green engineering design. They were asked to complete a second map at the end of the course,
again with the guidance of the outside expert. As reference, students were given a handout during both sessions summarizing the steps to constructing a concept map (Table 2). Consistent
with IRB regulations, course instructors were not present for these activities, nor did they find
out which students consented to participate in the research until after final grades had been assigned. Eleven students completed the initial exercise independently; one student did not enroll
in the second semester and thus did not complete the post-course exercise; that student’s map
was dropped from the assessment pool to allow for comparisons of pre and post maps. The maps
were stripped of names and information identifying them as pre or post course maps. (Students
created the maps using sticky notes on larger pieces of paper; then a graduate assistant recreated
the maps in PowerPoint.)
The 20 concept maps were scored by faculty from three departments: materials science and
engineering, biological systems engineering, and green engineering. The green engineering
scorer was one of the course instructors; just prior to the course, he constructed his own concept map of green engineering. These three faculty were selected as scorers because of several
key characteristics. First, all were committed to the place of design in undergraduate education:
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Table 2. Handout: Steps to Constructing a Concept Map.

one member was the capstone design instructor for his department, another had many years of
experience as a capstone project mentor, and the third was a new mentor of capstone projects.
All were also committed to providing students with opportunities for interdisciplinary design and
had been instrumental in helping the course receive approval as a capstone experience in multiple departments. Finally, all had been consistently supportive of and interested in the concept
of green engineering both in their own research and in terms of the institution’s management of
its green engineering courses.
The faculty scored the maps in a single two-hour session using the holistic approach developed
by Besterfield-Sacre et al. [10] and the rubric shown in Table 3. This rubric required evaluators to
score each category on a range of 1 to 3 points; the scores in each category were then summed to
determine an overall score for the map. The scoring session involved three components:
1.	An engineering education expert “normed” the group by setting expectations for understanding and interpreting concept maps and using examples to bring the group together on scoring
values. The expert explained how to use the rubric and answered questions.
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Table 3. Concept Map Scoring Rubric, reproduced from [10].

2.	Each scorer then rated all 20 maps individually, without consulting the other scorers. There
was an occasional question to clarify concepts and evaluation practices, but no dialogue about
scoring was allowed.
3.	The scorers came together to discuss each map and reach a consensus on the scores.
The scoring took place in the summer, approximately 2 months after the course ended; none of
the faculty scorers were teaching summer school.

D. Data Sources and Methodology
To analyze the scoring process, this study relied on a mixed method approach [45] using a
variety of data sources:
1.	The concept maps themselves
2. Quantitative individual and consensus scores for each concept map
3.	Student information linking pre and post map scores
4.	Student majors and faculty scorer disciplinary backgrounds
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5. Qualitative observation field notes and transcription of the recording from the entire scoring
session
This approach applies a triangulation mixed methods design. The term “triangulation” in research was first used by Denzin [46] to describe bringing together complementary methods or
data sources to offset weaknesses in each (exactly three sources are not required). Applied to
mixed methods, data are collected concurrently and combined during the analysis phase, and
interpretation involves comparing the results of each to best understand the research question,
specifically: what factors or concerns arise in faculty scoring of student concept maps when the
topic is interdisciplinary? The quantitative and qualitative components are also assigned equal
priority and weighting [47, 45], though the qualitative results require more publication space to
describe.

E. Data Analysis
The qualitative data was analyzed and integrated with the quantitative findings by iteratively comparing data sets to each other and to the literature. The first three authors listened to the audiotape
of the scoring session and developed an initial list of factors associated with scoring interdisciplinary
concept maps, supported by the literature on interdisciplinary collaboration. These themes led to
hypothesis testing and a final thematic coding scheme for the qualitative data:
1.	Evaluation criteria
2.	Expertise
3.	Investment
Constant comparative method [48] forced us to consider all possible explanations, and to test
these against both qualitative data and quantitative relationships. The primary statistical analysis
techniques applied to the quantitative data were t-tests comparing pre and post scores of individual
students and of groups of students to each other, as well as Cronbach’s alpha for inter-rater reliability among scorers and Pearson correlations to compare individual and consensus scores. After
the codes were created and applied to the qualitative data, a second researcher independently
checked the codes and applied them to the entire data set. Finally, we shared our findings with the
three course instructors and two additional faculty scorers as a final check of our interpretations.

IV. Results and Discussion

Figures 1 through 4 illustrate two pre-course and two post-course maps; Figures 3 and 4 are
from the same student. As these figures show, in general the post-course concept maps show an
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Figure 3. Pre-course Concept Map for Student A, with the Largest Gain.

increase in the number of topics included, the number of appropriate topics included, and the degree of integration among topics. This increased visual complexity suggests an expected increase
in knowledge integration as a result of the interdisciplinary experience. The quantitative analysis of
the concept map scores demonstrates the student learning gains.
Table 4 presents the pre and post concept map scores for all three individual scorers as well
as the consensus scores. It should be noted that for one student (J), the pre score was actually
higher than the post test (due to changes in both comprehensiveness and organization subscores).
As explained below, the lower post score reflects an inability to adequately address design, while
the higher pre-course map score demonstrates more connections and links between concepts. In
addition, another student (I) showed no gains between the pre and post-course maps and in fact
received the lowest possible score on both maps. Despite these two cases, a paired samples t-test
confirms that the student gains were statistically significant (pre: mean 5 3.80, S.D. 5 1.32, post:
mean 5 5.10, S.D. 5 1.29, t 5 22.90, df 5 9, p 5 .018). The distribution of scores is not statistically
significantly different from those for junior and senior level students published by Besterfield-Sacre
et al.’s [10] Table 7 (t 5 .470, df 5 44, N.S.). The two concept maps for Student A (with the largest
gain) are presented in Figures 3 and 4. These overall results provide a foundation for the following
three sections, which combine quantitative and qualitative results (where relevant) for each of the
three themes.
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Figure 4. Post-course Concept Map for Student A, with the Largest Gain.

A. Evaluation Criteria of Faculty from Different Disciplines
Differences in Table 4 seem to reflect a lack of consensus about the structure and boundaries
of interdisciplinary content. Similarly, discussion during the scoring session indicated an initial lack
of consensus, which required faculty to articulate their interpretation of the criteria. Statistical
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Table 4. Student Concept Map Scores. Scores from the three criteria (Table 3) are
combined. BSE 5 biological systems engineering faculty scorer, MSE 5 materials science and
engineering faculty scorer, and GrE 5 green engineering faculty scorer. Students D, F, G and
I are biological systems engineering majors, and students B and J are materials science and
engineering majors.

significance tests of the quantitative data describe the impact of these differences on the concept
map scores.
At separate times, each instructor observed that they were scoring the maps quite differently
from one another. The biological systems engineering scorer posed the question, “Do we agree on
anything?” while the green engineering scorer noted, “We don’t have any agreement.” Finally, the
materials science and engineering scorer said “We are all over the place.” From the discussion between the three faculty during the consensus scoring, it was clear that they were relying on different,
possibly disciplinary, standards to judge the concept maps. There was limited shared expectation
of how to apply the criteria to interdisciplinary concept maps, and this was reflected in the faculty
scores; Cronbach’s alpha was 0.69. For this measure of inter-rater reliability, 0.70 is considered
acceptable, while 0.80 or higher is good.
Analysis of the session transcript suggests that much of this difference may be disciplinary. The
biological systems engineering scorer, himself a capstone design instructor in a department that
emphasizes the design process, relied heavily on processes feeding back into design to score his
concept maps. In one instance, he noted he loved one map because it “feeds back into design” and
in general disliked most maps because “everybody has missed taking information over here and
having it feed back into the problem statement.” Another criticism he had of the maps was excessive
linearity, which he identified as inconsistent with his biology training. In particular, he did not like
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when students failed to show the relationship between concepts. He said, “The reason I didn’t like
it, maybe because I am in the biological sciences, is that it was all linear.” His standards of scoring
were based on the students’ ability to integrate green thinking with design.
While the biological systems engineering scorer relied heavily on integrating process with design,
the green engineering scorer noted omissions and inferred what the students knew about green
engineering but did not draw. He relied heavily on omissions and gaps in knowledge, particularly
when scoring comprehensiveness and correctness. He told the rest of the group to “think of gaps
as wrong.” In a similar instance, he said, “There [are] two ways to look at correctness: focusing on
the wrong stuff and focusing on how right it is.” To him, for a map to be correct, it must also be
comprehensive. Interestingly, however, his scoring was also tempered by his assumption that students possessed core knowledge about green engineering design, but failed to accurately draw
that knowledge on a piece of paper. He said, “My assumption was that I think they understood it,
but drew it poorly.” On another map he scored, he commented that “they understood it, but drew
[it] incorrectly.” This faculty scorer was also one of the course instructors, and may have allowed
his familiarity with the class to influence his scoring.
The issue of visualization may explain why the biological systems engineering scorer evaluated
the maps differently than the green engineering scorer. Although studies have found that most engineering students at a large public institution prefer a visual learning style [49], the scorers did not
agree that these students were able to produce effective visual representations of their knowledge.
For example, the faculty member who teaches capstone design in biological systems engineering
focused on how the students failed to show the connection between design and process, while the
green engineering expert who taught the course assumed that students knew more about green
engineering content than they conveyed. In response to a comment from the biological systems
engineering scorer about the failure to link process to design, the green engineering instructor noted
that “we talked a lot about that [in class].” Also, the actual practice of designing according to green
engineering principles was integral to the students’ design projects. Another primary difference between the two raters was that the biological systems engineer focused on organization (connecting
concepts), while the green engineering instructor zeroed in on correctness and comprehensiveness.
The Cronbach’s alpha for these two faculty scorers was a low 0.56.
The materials science and engineering professor said little about his scoring criteria, but was also
concerned about the variance between different students’ abilities to visualize concepts; this factor
is discussed further in Section C below. Rather than describing specific scoring criteria, this faculty
member expressed a lack of confidence in his green engineering design expertise. Specific comments are included in the following section (B), but it appears that during the consensus phase, this
faculty member deferred to the judgment of the two others. In the absence of relevant qualitative
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data, we can use the quantitative data to test a hypothesis related to discipline-based evaluation
criteria. If this faculty member did not have a clear sense of this interdisciplinary content area, did
he perhaps substitute disciplinary criteria? If so, then he might have inadvertently scored students
from his own discipline higher than other students. An independent samples t-test reveals that this
is indeed the case: the materials science and engineering faculty member scored materials science
and engineering students higher than other students (t 5 5.088, df 5 18, p 5 .001). Neither of the
other two faculty scored these students higher than other students (biological systems scorer t 5
.916, df 5 2.606, N.S.; green engineering scorer t 5 1.111, df 5 18, N.S.). Table 4 lists all the scores, and
readers will note that some of the highest scores were assigned by the materials science faculty
member to the materials science students, even though names and majors were stripped from the
maps. Ultimately, however, the sample size is too small to draw definitive conclusions. This particular
finding suggests interesting directions for future investigations.

B. Expertise in the Interdisciplinary Content Area
Both quantitative and qualitative data demonstrate that the green engineering scorer was viewed
as an expert by the other two faculty scorers. The green engineering instructor’s scores were
highly correlated to the final consensus scores (Pearson Correlation 5 .85, p 5 .002). The materials
science faculty member’s scores were also statistically significantly—but less strongly—correlated
to the consensus scores (Pearson Correlation 5 .67, p 5 .036). It should be noted that although the
green engineering instructor had several years of experience in green engineering, his disciplinary
training was also in materials science and engineering. The biological systems faculty member’s
concept map scores were not statistically significantly correlated to the consensus scores.
Throughout the consensus process, the faculty scorers deferred heavily to the green engineering scorer both because he was perceived as the content expert and because he was one of the
course instructors. They asked the green engineering scorer multiple questions about the structure
of the class, how the concept map assignment was given, and technical details about the design
and process of green engineering. Green engineering questions ranged from simple ones such as
spelling out abbreviations for Green Engineering Principles and Life Cycle Analysis to more complex
questions about how a nutrient can be a material.
Furthermore, the green engineering scorer took an active role in trying to shape how the others
viewed and scored the concept maps. After the norming session, the green engineering scorer noted
that “we will re-norm ourselves when we talk about correctness.” He then proceeded to explain to
the other two scorers that assessing correctness can either focus on errors or “how right [the overall
map] is.” With this explanation, he referred back to gaps in knowledge as a key scoring criterion for
both correctness and comprehensiveness.
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While the green engineering scorer was seen by both himself and the other two scorers as the
expert, the materials science and engineering scorer reflected doubt about his ability to objectively
score the maps. He admitted in response to the green engineer’s criteria for correctness and comprehensiveness that he lacked the knowledge to know whether something was missing or right. He said,
“I don’t know if I am familiar enough with the subject area to know if it is comprehensive.” Instead
of citing specific criteria about what was comprehensive and correct, he used general criteria in his
individual scoring more than references to green engineering expertise. For example, he aligned
his judgments with the biological systems faculty member’s insistence on connecting process to
design—a more central concept of engineering in general. In fact, the materials science and engineering scorer started to use the biological systems scorer’s logic in making arguments. He noted,
“It is hard to follow. It didn’t feed back into design.” Because of his lack of content knowledge about
green engineering, the materials science and engineering scorer appeared to rely on the expertise
of the two members in the group scoring session and used general principles in his scoring.

C. Investment in Concept Maps and the Interdisciplinary Program
In addition to evaluation criteria and expertise, the theme of investment also emerged from
the qualitative data. The commitment, in particular, to the use of concept maps to assess student
performance was mixed at the beginning of the discussion. There were statements related to not
fully embracing the idea of concept maps as a learning tool or a good evaluation mechanism and
references to hurrying the evaluation process because of other commitments. However, at the end
of the scoring session there was an increased interest in how concept maps could be used to further student learning in all of the various programs with which these faculty were affiliated. There
were even statements related to using concept maps in their own classes. Thus over two hours the
scorers evolved from being skeptical about concept maps to wanting to learn more about them and
use them as a teaching and assessment tool.
At the start of the discussion, the three faculty members questioned whether concept maps were
a viable tool to evaluate student learning. The materials science and engineering scorer was the
most skeptical. He argued, “Some people have a hard time reading maps; it doesn’t reflect on their
knowledge of geography. They have a hard time looking at two dimensions.” He continued with this
argument, noting, “There is just a huge variation in how people do homework. Some people have
the ability to organize their thought in two dimensions. That is probably related to their understanding of the subject, but probably not.” The green engineering scorer, in contrast, had mixed feelings
about the reliance on concept maps to evaluate student learning. He had his doubts, but also relied
on his own map to structure the flow of the class. He said, “I taught the course based on the map I
had drawn.” Although he had drawn his own map, he still had doubts of whether students (or even
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instructors) could accurately draw the complexity of the design process in green engineering. He
pointed out, “It is a very hard concept map to do. It is almost too linked to put on paper well.” In
scoring one map, he questioned whether the problem was with the map itself or with the students’
knowledge. He said, “It’s a clear miss. They’re not getting that. So the question is, ‘did they miss it
because of the drawing’” or because “it’s hard to draw[?]”
A second type of investment to consider is investment in the green engineering design course
itself. While all three faculty scorers were supportive of the course and asked or answered questions
during scoring about how it was run, they did not necessarily translate gaps in student learning to
discussion of future improvements for the course. In contrast, Besterfield-Sacre and coworkers [10]
reported that departmental faculty scoring their own majors were inspired to restructure curriculum
after seeing how industrial engineering majors could not connect statistics to other concepts. In the
case of an interdisciplinary program, we would expect faculty to have limited investment due to a high
level of department-related disciplinary commitments. The departmental organizational structure of
U.S. universities provides a strong disincentive for faculty to work with interdisciplinary programs,
including scarce resources and diminished recognition for cross-disciplinary efforts [50]. One mode
of discussion that reflected a lack of investment in the project (scoring and/or the design course)
was the concern of being late for other commitments, particularly missing a bus to get home for
the evening. At one point, one of the scorers had to acquiesce to speed up the consensus process.
Noting his dilemma, he said, “I was getting desperate. Just for the record, I really wanted a 3.”
Despite time pressures and initial concerns about the validity of concept maps as an assessment
tool, the instructors did show a high degree of interest in using them in their own classes. They repeatedly asked the green engineering instructor about the use of concept maps in class. They peppered
him with questions about the instructions, examples he gave in class, how much time the students
had, who was present during the activity, who was the outside expert who explained the process to
students, and whether he had constructed a map himself. By the end of the discussion, the biological systems engineering scorer said, “I think this would be a nice thing to develop for a teaching
aid.” He also asked the green engineering instructor for his personal concept map. With enthusiasm,
he said, “I can’t wait to get yours.” At the end, the biological systems and materials science scorers
also asked for the instructions and wanted to know if they could keep the printout of the concept
maps they scored. Even though there was lack of initial investment in the assessment technique, the
scorers spent considerable time and commitment in talking about and examining the maps. Even
with time concerns, they rarely accelerated the process of assessing the maps. They attacked each
map with vigor and a stringent analysis of what was included and what the students failed to do. As
they read them and scored them, there was a general degree of excitement about the possible use
of them in the classroom.
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V. Conclusion

Given the centrality of knowledge integration in interdisciplinary environments and the power
of concept maps to represent complex knowledge networks, we argue here that concepts maps
are a valuable tool for assessing students’ interdisciplinary development. As our literature review
demonstrates, prior work on concept maps illustrates their assessment value in settings such as K-12
science learning, teacher education, engineering design, and technological literacy. They have been
successfully used to evaluate student development in individual courses as well as across curricula
because of their ability to represent not simply content mastery, but connections across content
areas. This representational complexity makes them ideal vehicles to evaluate one of the hallmarks
of successful interdisciplinary collaboration: knowledge integration.
A comparison of pre and post concept maps of students in a green engineering design course
clearly illustrates the ways in which this interdisciplinary design experience increased both
the number of topics students were able to associate with green engineering (as measured by
comprehensiveness and correctness) and the number of connections they were able to make
among those topics (as measured by organization). Importantly, the maps also captured variations in student learning, showing little or no gain for some students, as would be expected in
any course.
However, while this study illustrates the use of concept maps as an interdisciplinary assessment
tool, it also identifies several core implementation issues that faculty need to address when adopting
the tool. Specifically, selecting and training scorers is complicated by three factors:
1. Because any interdisciplinary topic, by its very nature, draws together individuals from different
backgrounds, scorers may come with highly divergent evaluation criteria. Such variations can
occur even in single discipline assessments, but the qualitative data presented here suggests
that interdisciplinarity may exacerbate the issue. Besterfield-Sacre reports that disciplinary
faculty in industrial engineering and chemical engineering came to consensus quickly when
applying the same rubric to disciplinary student concept maps [51].
2.	Differences in background also produce differences in levels of expertise with the interdisciplinary topic, even when scorers share a commitment to or affiliation with that topic. Faculty
remain rooted in their own knowledge domains, and may be reluctant to trust their expertise
in a more complex interdisciplinary area. This reluctance can lead to a reliance on a single
evaluator to arbitrate rather than on a more robust process of negotiation seen in disciplinary
settings [52, 51].
3.	Scorers in interdisciplinary settings working with a new assessment instrument may have
varying levels of investment in both the process and the program. Concept maps, though
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gaining in popularity, are still a relatively new assessment tool in engineering education.
In addition, interdisciplinary programs often reside outside individual departments and affiliate faculty may lack a sense of ownership or commitment—even when they support the
general mission of the program. These two factors can work together to again reduce the
robustness of the scoring process; the individual(s) with the most expertise or the most
investment can dominate the process and consensus can be reduced to deference to an
expert.
Each of these factors can be mitigated when selecting and training scorers through a variety of
strategies:
1.	While norming is always central to the training of scorers, it is even more crucial in interdisciplinary contexts. As with any interdisciplinary collaboration, upfront discussions of differences
can be very productive. Begin scoring sessions by asking the scorers to make their evaluation
criteria as explicit as possible, and allow substantial time for faculty to discuss the nature of the
criteria used for evaluation (more time than allotted for within-discipline norming sessions). We
would suggest, in fact, have scorers produce their own concept maps of the topic as a starting
point for the discussion.
2.	When selecting scorers, evaluate levels of expertise to insure that the faculty participants are
relatively evenly matched in their understanding of the topic. If only one individual is recognized
as an expert in the field, he or she may likely dominate the process. Balancing expertise levels
insures a more robust consensus process.
3. Build in strategies for insuring that scorers have a stake in the outcomes of the assessment.
For example, consider selecting individuals who will be involved in revisions of the course or
program, who may teach or advise in the program, or who are responsible for larger assessment efforts that include the interdisciplinary setting. Provide the scorers with feedback on
the results of the assessment and the subsequent changes to the course or program that stem
from the findings. Invite scorers back in subsequent years to build continuity.
Concept maps, as we have shown here, are robust tools for evaluating knowledge integration in
interdisciplinary settings, particularly, as described above, when the process of selecting and training scorers takes disciplinary differences into account.
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